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…Couches
…Couches!

On Mar 18, 2018, at 10:37 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com
On Mar 18, 2018, at 10:37 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
The solution is for the people; the American sovereigns…to get off their couches...to take 

personal responsibility for the maintenance, the health, the welfare and the safety of the Republic 
and all of its members.  

The CREATOR granted us the gift of life…
• That includes sovereignty over our own dominion…
• That includes the right to pursue life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness
• That includes free-will choice…
• The right to self-govern…
• The right to accept and take full responsibility for everything within our domains as kings 

and queens with no subjects.

The founders created and gave Americans...a system of government providing the people 
with full and complete control as expressed in the founding documents:

IN CONGRESS, July 4, 1776. – The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united 
States of America

Extract:
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Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of 
the governed, –That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is 
the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it,

• The right to create agencies…
• The right to abolish agencies...

The states recognized the proper role of the people:  This was acknowledged and 
written in their own hand:

<0000-the people are sovereign Small.mov>

Mr. Trump gave international public notice recognizing the American sovereigns 
rule! 

***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority in America 
Recognizes “We the People,” are Sovereign!

As Americans, I see but one option…

1.  Please consider the following proposed statements for review and acceptance for all 
who understand who and what we the people are…which includes our undisputed, unrebutted, 
supreme authority...globally recognized by the undisputed leader of the free world, Mr. Donald J. 
Trump.  In his global public notice…Mr. Trump affirmed without reservation...the fact that we 
the people RULE AMERICA!  And as the rulers, we the people...are the only lawful 
authority to make any decisions regarding the American people and our American Republic.
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2.  We must demand an immediate end to the dog and pony show introduced with no 
lawful foundation by criminal impersonators who have usurped the lawful delegated authority of 
the people; they have vacated their legitimate public offices, violated their oaths of office and 
violated their fiduciary responsibilities, committed numerous acts of treason, perjury, 
insurrection and rebellion against the founding Constitution for the united States of America!  

They are ALL in BREACH OF THE PUBLIC TRUST AND THE EMPLOYMENT 
CONTRACT 

Oath of office is a quid pro quo contract

3.  We must immediately step up to our responsibilities and take quick action to assert 
our authority, at all levels, as the only lawful owners of America, and take back controls of all 
entities, agencies, agents and personnel that were created, organized and commissioned for 
our benefit and funded and financed with taxpayer and other sources of public money 
extorted, embezzled or otherwise improperly accounted sources of negotiable monetary 
resources.

General information for purposes of further clarification:
We the people need no permission to lawfully assume our legitimate role.  We, as the 

people...have never had any need to ask permission from the agencies and the agents 
employed by any such agencies…to ask permission.  We, the people created and we, the 
people can abolish what we create.

However, to avoid any possible misunderstands with any misdirected individuals, it 
is suggested here…that Mr. Trump issue an executive order, # -100 to officially nullify 
Lincoln’s unlawful executive order #100 AKA The Lieber Code. 

By issuing executive order #-100 (an internal corporate directive) to all of the fake 
corporations which are currently acting as unlawful, de facto agencies with no lawful 
authority of the people…

✓ He is giving fair notice and officially informing the corporate complex at all national 
and international levels, that he personally is authorizing the people to directly 
engage in swamp draining operations at all levels of public institutions...as well as 
unlawfully converted public institutions to private corporate status without full 
disclosure or the direct, free-will consent of the people.  

✓ Such an action by Mr. Trump would minimize potential dangerous conflicts which 
might arise out of the deliberate local misinformation which has been unlawfully 
dispensed over a time frame of many years.

• Mr. Trump: Deputize the American people!
• Mr. Trump-Enough is enough! We the people are ready to join in…Please deputize 

the sovereign American people…

As always I must remind any readers that the above are just the opinions and suggestions 
from an old man who makes no claims other than he admits to not knowing anything.  American 
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sovereigns are free to accept or reject what ever they chose from the proposals and suggested 
above.

Comments, dissenting views are warmly accepted.  Contact information is provided 
below.

Please do not stand on ceremony…you are encouraged to make contact at anytime.  If not 
available, please leave a clear message and your call will be returned as soon as practical.  

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Mar 18, 2018, at 4:55 PM, Joe Podolsky <sprayman110@aol.com> wrote:
 This was sent to me and I revised it a little.
 
 Why hasn't Hillary, Obama and Mc Cain been indicted for treason? 
 
Look at the BAR, FBI, CIA, CFR, Tri-Lateral, SES, muslim.

The solution for our Constitutional Republic is to determine the members of each, graph 
them out and we will have the enemy of our Constitutional Republic down to the individual 
domestic enemy.

The list of the 8,000 plus SES is published. 

The members of the BAR are all foreign agents either registered or unregistered.

Membership in the CFR and Tri-Lateral is public.

muslims all have the same koran. the koran states sharia is law. all governments must fall 
to islam. All infidels must be killed, convert or pay a fine. one cannot be a muslim and an 
American of the United States of America with our Constitution circa 1819 thru 1860-61. The 
Constitution and sharia are not compatible. All islam is for the overthrow of our Constitutional 
Republic by force. Jihad.

There is are no amendment, because they were all made by attorneys that should not be in 
the congress. All person who signed it are dead. It is a nullity. Check the legislative intent.

Please do not start mis-quoting the Constitution to make your point.
 
The Constitution is still alive because we have had people get their dollar returned 

because of the emollient clause.
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We need to still keep sending in our dollars.
 
 
Joe
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